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If you think "Modern" and "C" don't belong in the same sentence, think again. The C standards
committee actively reviews and extends the language, with updated published C standards as
recently as 2018. In Modern C, author Jens Gustedt teaches you the skills and features you
need to write relevant programs in this tried-and-true language, including Linux and Windows,
device drivers, web servers and browsers, smartphones, and much more!Modern C teaches you
to take your C programming skills to new heights, whether you're just starting out with C or have
more extensive experience. Organized by level, this comprehensive guide lets you jump in
where it suits you best while still reaping the maximum benefits.Purchase of the print book
includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications.

"Great introductory material to the 'new' C. This isn't yourgrandfather's C anymore!"--Hugo
Durana, Microsoft"Reading and working through this book is just like having an expert by your
side."--Glen Sirakavit, Data Recognition"The most authoritative book on C since Kernighan and
Ritchie. A must-have on the shelves of all C programmers."--Manu Raghavan Sareena, Arm"The
definitive guide to learning modern C."--Sanchir Kartiev, Emerline --This text refers to an
alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorJens Gustedt has been a senior scientist at the
French National Institute for Computer Science and Control (INRIA) since 1998, working in
areas including algorithms, scientific experimentation, models for coarse-grained parallelism,
and distributed locking. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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Effective C: An Introduction to Professional C Programming, 21st Century C: C Tips from the
New School, The Linux Programming Interface: A Linux and UNIX System Programming
Handbook, Programming Rust: Fast, Safe Systems Development, Crafting Interpreters, The
Rust Programming Language (Covers Rust 2018), Structure and Interpretation of Computer
Programs - 2nd Edition (MIT Electrical Engineering and Computer Science), Structure and
Interpretation of Computer Programs: JavaScript Edition (MIT Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science), Rust for Rustaceans: Idiomatic Programming for Experienced Developers,
Operating Systems: Three Easy Pieces, Hands-On Network Programming with C: Learn socket
programming in C and write secure and optimized network code, The Art of Writing Efficient
Programs: An advanced programmer's guide to efficient hardware utilization and compiler
optimizations using C++ examples, Build Your Own Programming Language: A programmer's
guide to designing compilers, interpreters, and DSLs for solving modern computing problems,
Algorithmic Thinking: A Problem-Based Introduction, Learning Go: An Idiomatic Approach to
Real-World Go Programming, Linux Kernel Programming: A comprehensive guide to kernel
internals, writing kernel modules, and kernel synchronization, Mathematics for Machine
Learning, Effective Modern C++: 42 Specific Ways to Improve Your Use of C++11 and C++14



SB, “A guided reference. This is a guided reference to 'C standard'. It is not a "new to C"
beginner's or a casual read or here are top N features in C11 or C18 standard. It explains
practical aspects of new C standard along with filling in aspects of language which devs may
miss or misunderstand (e.g. Takeways 5.22/5.25/5.49). 'Takeaway' feature is genius along with
list of all 'Takeaways' in appendix. There are lot nuggets like (locale&time --ch8, digression--
ch13). A great intro to combine macros with generic prog (ch.16). It is one thing to see a race car
or rev-up it's engine. It's a totally different experience to ride shotgun with a pro driver. This book
is the later.”

DavidC, “Excellent. Excellent for all levels - maybe the new K&R”

Ebook Tops Reader, “C-rafty as can be. I peeked into the book, borrowing it online, and after a
few pages I knew I had to transfer some dimes into Gustedt's direction. Money well spent.If
you're beginning with C I would recommend that you go with K & R's "The C Programming
Language" or King's "C Programming: A Modern Approach" instead. If you have already bought
the book, do not send it back, put it on the backburner and let it rest until you're ready.I collect C
books and there's so much fun to be had with all the different approaches the authors take to
bring you the knowledge to use C (efficiently). But after many books one has to realize - there's
very few books of very high quality and even fewer for a more advanced audience( which are
hardly tied to a more recent standard ). Add to that that many are roughly two decades+ old
( Linden's Deep C Secrets being one of the more prominent examples ), so Jens work is a more
than welcome tome of precise and up to date ( C11 ) expertise on an infamous language. The
book even gives a link on page 3 where Macros can be downloaded to "enhance" C99
compatible compilers to be "more adept to" the C11 standard.The book is organized in 5 levels,
0 to 4(C index style) where latter is the highest and the only one that is merely recommended for
the enthusiast - 0 to 3 being a must nonetheless.From the first source example onward(chapter
0 / p. 2) more recently added features of C are being used ( here concerning initialization of
arrays ) - a good practice to establish a closer connection to how the language provides the
programmer with refined "ways of expression". 'true' and 'false' are also found in the context of
"binary" values instead of the usual "0" and "anything else".The terms used are precise from the
get go ( e.g. like "string literal" when discussing a format string ) which primes the reader to be
acquainted with an adequate vocabulary easing the access to harder material like the C
standard itself.Giving an overview of the material discussed in the book is not feasible in such a
text but each chapter, be it introductory or more advanced ( like threads ), is a welcome fountain
of good information on a "younger" ( as in more recent ) version of C than the one used by most
programmers.If you're a beginner this book might not be for you unless you're highly motivated
or already studying some "hard science" at university.Overall a great tome that C and its



enthusiasts absolutely deserve.”

Emilian, “Very modern while thorough and easy to understand. I am a Linux programmer. The
"Modern C" book is presenting in a very pedagogical way the C language, with high quality code
examples. Tough I am familiar with the language and have experience with it, I still have learned
new things.I highly recommend this book for any student or professional looking to either learn
or improve the skills of C programming.”

The book by Jens Gustedt has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 30 people have provided feedback.
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